
MARCH HIGHLIGHTS

Workshops, annual awards, value-added classes sprinkled
with science quizzes, reading sessions, computer education
and breaking the English barrier through games and role
plays took the Shiksha Prayas March forward. Read on…
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MISSION POSSIBLE

The desire to help a child
with no means to study
was the trigger for Pawan
and Sangeeta Kamra’s first
free tuition centre in
Gurgaon. Preeti, one of
their first students, and
now centre manager
herself, recalls with
fondness and gratitude
how on one occasion, she
just couldn’t get her math
right. Upset, she decided
not to go back to the
centre ever. .

But Sangeeta would have none of it. And made sure Preeti got
back to the classroom. Again, for another Kanhai student
Ritika Verma, life took a turn when she was offered the
teacher’s role at the centre once she moved to college. The
trust made her the responsible person she is today
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These, and so many more stories, speak volumes of Pawan and
Sangeeta’s unwavering belief in their cause and its potential to
change lives. Convinced of their purpose, friends, colleagues
and family joined the duo in their mission and singular intent
of educating every child who doesn’t have the means.
The sincerity, and dedication hasn’t waned nor lost its shine
over the twenty-four years. ‘No’ is an option Pawan never
exercises and doesn’t rest till the help is facilitated and closed.
His personal connect with students is remarkable, as is his
keenness and involvement in the day-to-day running of the
organisation. His eye for detail and constructive feedback is
what keeps the Shiksha Prayas wheel moving. 
On behalf of the hundreds of students you’ve held the light for,
and the proud donors and volunteers happy to further your
mission, a bow and a salute to you both, Pawan and Sangeeta.
Stay blessed, and keep the SP flag flying high.

MISSION POSSIBLE
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TEACHER’S WORKSHOP WITH
SONALI JHA 
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Two days with Sonali
changed the classrooms
at Kanhai FTC. On the
19th and 20th, teachers
took time off from their
classes to gain new
insights into student
mind sets and use new
techniques to keep the
classroom lively and
buzzing. 

Teachers have been
working on newly
learnt skills and are
enjoying their own
learning thoroughly.
The same will be
replicated in Taraori,
Siwan and Polar soon.



SCIENCE QUIZ
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Twenty-third
March, before the
centres broke up
for a Holi break,
students geared up
for a Science Quiz
that covered topics
a little beyond their
syllabus. 

As usual, the
competition brought
out the best within the
teams, and the mixed
bag of questions
ignited the juniors to
wonder and wow at
the fascinating facts
that tumbled out
during the event. 



BLOWING AWAY THE EXAM BLUES
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What a relief it is to have the exams over. So, while the results are a
good two weeks away, why not have fun? Getting our hands on the

keyboard, role-playing, reading, and picking up English conversational
skills through just games?



AWARDS AND RECOGNITION
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We knew this would
excite our shishyas no
end, but we weren’t
prepared for the Miss
Universe kind of
responses which swept
us off our feet too!

 There were awards for
academic excellence, all-
round performance and
attendance, and the positivity
and hope this recognition
created would go a long way
in improving overall scores
in the next academic session,
we are sure.



LIKE OUR NEW LOOK?
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Yes, you do, and this fresh
breeze comes from Harsh
Thakur, who has volunteered to
design the Shiksha Prayas
Newsletter. On the throes of
graduating from GNA
University, Ludhiana with a
B.Tech in Product and
Automation Designing, Harsh
has effortlessly re-fashioned our
monthly update since January
2024, while studying and
interning this term.

Thank you, Harsh for your very valuable contribution, and we all wish
you a steady start to your career
Thank you for supporting us with your contributions, and making our
lives more meaningful.
Warm regards,
Shiksha Prayas Team.


